
Normally, the issues are down to the actual airline itself, who consumers are reminded are obliged to issue a return under
law

Thousands of Irish passengers have yet to receive their refunds for flights that were cancelled amid the
Covid-19 pandemic.

Latest advice for anyone still waiting for flight refunds due
to Covid-19 cancellations
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Whether that be after applying for the refund at the time of the flight, or even in the weeks after, consumers
continue to be entitled to some form of refund.

The European Consumer Centre has asked people to contact them if they still have not received refunds
for flights cancelled during the pandemic.

Normally, the issues are down to the actual airline itself, who consumers are reminded are obliged to issue
a return under law.

Whether or not you were notified of a flight cancellation in advance or just before departure, you are entitled
to the following:

Rerouting
The airline that you fly with can offer you an alternative flight in place of the cancelled trip at the earliest
opportunity or at a later date of your choice.

If the air carrier offers you a flight to an alternative airport, the air carrier must also cover the cost of
transferring you from that alternative airport to the one on your reservation or to another close-by
destination agreed with you.

Latest advice for anyone still waiting for flight refunds due to Covid-19 cancellations (Image: Colin Keegan, Collins Agency,
Dublin)
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Refund
If rerouting is not available with your airline of choice, then they are obliged to offer you a full refund for the
parts of your journey that were cancelled.
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